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The Hermite Cubic Collocation Approximations
to the Eigenvalues and the Eigenfunctions of

the Laplace Operator

Wayne R. Dyksent

Abstract. Piecewise Hermite cubics have been widely used in a variety of ways for solving partial
differential equations. For a number of these techniques, knowledge about the Hermite cubic collocation
approximations to the spectrum of the Laplace operator is often very useful, for error analysis and, a for
tiori, possible iteration parameters. To this end, we givc here explicit closed-form expressions for the
Hermite cubic approximations to both the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions of the Laplace operator for
both the Dirichlet and the Neumann problems. Moreover, for the Dirichlet case, we show that optimal
approximations are obtained using the Gauss points for collocation poinL~. For both cases, we give
numerical examples that verify our theoretical resull".

Key words. eigenvalues and eigenfunctions, elliptic boundary value problems, Hermite cubic col
location, generalized eigenvalue problem, Laplace operalor.

AMS(MOS) subject classifications. 65F15, 65L60, 65M27, 65N22, 65N25, 65N30, 65N35.

1. Introduction. Piecewise Hermite cubics have proven to be very useful for a variety of numeri-

cal applications. Dyksen, et at, have demonstrated that Hermite cubics are panicularly effective for

approximating solutions to partial differential equations [11].

As is typical, me discrete problem arising from Hermite cubic collocation results in a large, sparse

linear system whose unknowns represent the coefficients of the Hermite cubic basis functions. Dyksen

and Rice have shown thaI, wilh the proper ordering and proper scaling, the Hermite collocation equations

are numerically stable and can be accurately solved using conventional direct methods [9, 10].
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However, even though Hermite cubics produce relatively accurate solutions to partial differential

equations, lhe size of the problems mat arc solvable using direcl melhods is rather limited. Starting in

1984, a variety of iterative techniques for the Hermite collocation equations arising from large classes of

separable elliptic problems have been introduced by a number of people including those by Dyksen [12,

13, 14], Coopcr and Peenter [4], Bialecki, et at [2], Sun [16, 17], and Russell and Sun [15].

As one would expect for these melhods, knowledge of the spectrum of the Hermite cubic approxi-

mation to lhe spectrum of the Laplace operator is very useful for error analysis and, a fortiori, for itcra-

tion parameters. In facl, if one knows the complete set of eigenvalues, iteration parameters can often be

chosen lhat make lhe iterative technique exact in a finite number of iterations; !.hat is, !.he iterative method

becomes a direct method in theory. To lhat end, we give here explicit closed-form expressions for the

Hermite cubic approximations to bolh lhe eigenvalue!> and the eigenfunctions of lhe Laplace operator for

both lhe Dirichlet and the Neumann problems.

We briefly review Hermite cubie collocation and we introduce our notaLion in Section 2. In See-

Lion 3, we derive the formulas for lhe eigenvalue!> and eigenfunctions for the Dirichlet problem. Moreo-

ever, we !>how that an optimal approximaLion is obtained u~ing lhe Gauss points for collocation points.

We give lhree numerical examples lhat verify our theoretical work. The complete Neumann problem is

considered in a similar manner in Section 4. We conclude with Section 5.

2. Hermite Cubic Collocation. For a fixed positive integer N, we divide up the unit interval into

N equal subinterval!>, each of length II = liN. To each of the N + 1 grid points Xl: =k11 there arc associ·

ated two Hermitc cubic polynomials defined by

0 x :5"Xt_I,xj;+I:5"x

(2.1,) (»t(x)=
[ X-XH ] J +3[ x-x,_, r Xj;_I:5"X :S;Xj;-2

Xt-Xt-I xk-Xt_l

r [ r[ x, ..-x Xt+l-X
Xj; :S;x :S;Xt+1-2

+3 xt+l-Xj;Xt+1 xl:
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0 .:r :;::;:Xk_I,xJ:+J:5X

(2.1b) lJIk(X)=
[ X-X,_,

] '(X-X,) ;(.I:-I$X :S;X.l:
.:£I;-X.I:-I

[ Xk+l-X
] '(X-X,) xI; :S;X 5XI:+I_

X.I:+I oXJ;

The grid points Xk arc often called the "knots" of the piecewise polynomial since lhey are the points

where it is "tied together".

The Hermite cubic basis functions are particularly effective for interpolating Dirichlet or Neumann

boundary conditions since they are the dual basis with respect to function and derivative evaluation at the

grid poinls xk' To sec this, nole thaI

Hence, an arbitrary cubic polynomial p defined on [0,1] may be wriUen as

N
p(x)= LP(x.lJeDdx)+p'(xdlJldx).,,,.

Graphs of <1>1 and 'PI are given below in Figure 2.1 for the case N =2. For a complete treatment of Her-

mite cubics, see [5].

o

Figure 2.1 The Hermite cubic polynomials ¢I l(x) and "P1(x) for the case N =2.
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3. The Dirichlet Problem. Consider me classical Dirichlet eigenvalue problem

(3.1)
/l"(x)=A.u(x), x E (0,1)

If (0) =u (1) =0.

We divide the unit interval into N equal subintervals of length II = lIN. We approximate an eigenfunc-

tion /I of (3.1) by

2N

U(x)= 2;c,$;(x)
1=1

for some consLanls Cj, where lhe .pi arc the 2N Hennite cubics

(3.2)

Note that since we have discarded $0 and cI>N. it follows that $;(0)=(\1;(1)=0 and hence U(O)=U(l)=O.

Also, note maL the <f:lJ: and q>'k are ordered in a nalural way from left to right. corresponding to their sup-

porI.

Now. in order 10 dctcnnine the 2N unknowns e,l we choose 2N distincL points {'CJ Jl;-; in (0,1), and

collocate the equations in (3.1) at these points. In particular. for a ftxed parameter 0 <e< Ih, we place in

each subinterval (X.bXk+d two collocation poinls,

(3.3)
'CU+l = lh(Xk+X.t+!l-9h,

1:2.t+2 = Ih(Xk +Xk+I)+9h.

Substituting U into (3.1) and collocating at the 1:j, we obtain the generalized eigenvalue problem

(3.4)

where

Ac='A.Bc,

1= 1, ,2N

j =1, ,2N.

The generalized eigenvalues and eigenvectors of (3.4) give the Hennite cubic collocation approximations

to the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of (3.1). Since the support of each Hennite cubic function $, spans

at mosl two subintervals, il follows that A and B arc band matrices with bandwidth two.
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Next, we give below in the following theorem explicit closed-form expressions for lhe generalized

eigenvalues of (3.4). We note here that the results of Theorem 3.1 along with a proof were fIrst given in

[13]. We give a new proof here for two reasons. PiThl, the original proof in fI3I was incomplete and

contained some errors. Second, the derivation of the eigenvectors given below in Theorem 3.3 (and not

given in [13]) requires in detail both the notation and lhc machinery developed in the proof of

Theorem 3.1.

THEOREM 3.1. TIle 2N generalized eigenvalues of 'he discrete Dirichlet problem Ac="-Bc ill

(3.4) are given by

(3.5,)

(3.5b)

(3.5c)

where

(3.6,)

(3.6b)

(3.6c)

and where

(3.6d)

± -b +..Jb 2-4ac
')., = 2a • l = 1,... ,N-l

c=192d.

Proof Let P be the Hermite cubic collocation approximation of the eigenfunction of (3.1)

corresponding to the approximate cigenvalue A. Since h = lIN. P consists of N pieces. each of which

has support in (X.bXhl)' For simplicity, we assume that eaeh polynomial pieee is centered allhe mid-

point of its corresponding interval which gives



XI::5:X :5:.1:1:+1, k=O,... ,N-l,

where xI: =lh(Xk +Xk+')' To simplify even further, we write trus as

(3.7) k =O,... ,N -1 .

First, we relate the Uk'S to lhe"'h's and the ~k 's to the 0k'S by using the eigenvalue problem. Since

P satisfies P" =AP at the collocation points, we have pk'(±alz )=).ptC±81z), or equivalently,

(3.8)

Adding and subtracting the equations in (3.8), we obtain, respectively,

(3.9)

If A=O, then it follows from (3.9) that 1k =Ok =0, so that (3.7) reduces [0 P!CY)=Uk + ~kY. Now,

since each piece Pk is linear and since P is continuous, we must have P(x)=a+/lt. Moreover, since

P(O)=P(l)=o, it follows that P :=0. which is not an eigenfunction of (3.1). Thus, A=O is not an eigen-

value of (3.4).

Now, for the case A -:/:. 0, (3.9) gives

so that (3.7) simplifies to

(3.10) [I e'h' ,] [I e'h' ,]
Pk(A;Y)= "i--z-+-? Y.t+Y '). --6-+'7; Ok.

from which it follows (hat



(3.11)

Next, we relate the 'Yk'S to the Ok 's by using the continuity of P and pl. Since P is continuous, we

have Pk (1\.;+h/2)=PJ:.+I(J..;-hl2). From (3.10), it follows that

where

We obtain

, = [
-'- _ 9',,' +!!:-]
l. 2 8'

!!-[.l_ 8
2
h

z +~].
2 '}., 6 24

(3.12)

Furthcnnore. since p' is continuous, we have pi(J..;+hl2)=Pk+l (J..;-IJI2). From (3.11), it follows that

where

We obtain

(3.13) "(I:. +1.1;+1 = t (-5J: + 01<+1)·

Now, using (3.12) and (3.13), we show Lhallhc 11< 's and o/;:'s both satisfy the same difference cqua-

tion. We consider (3.12) and the equation obtained from il by replacing k by k -1. We obtain

(3.14)

which, if subslrac[cd, yield

r(-Yk +YI<+I)=S (Ok +0.1:+1)

r(-YH +ykJ=S(0k-l +o.!:J,
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(3.15)

Similarly, from (3.13) we obtain

(3.16)

which, if added, yield

(3.17)

1'1:. +11:.+1 =/ (-BJ:. +ok+d

11:-1+/'1:. :=t(-BI;-I+B,d,

Substituting (3.17) into (3.15) gives

(3.18) n(Yk_I-2Yk +Y1.:+1)=S (YI:_I +2y! +1.1:+1)'

If we add the equations in (3.14) and subU"acl the equations in (3.16), we obtain, respectively,

r(-Yk_l +Y.i:+I)=S(Ok_l +281:. +5k+l )

-11:.-1 +11:.+1 =t(01:._1-20.l: +0.1:+1),

which gives

(3.19) rt(B1;_1 -20k +Ok+l)=s(Bk_1+2o,t +O.t+l)·

Now, since lhe 11:. 's and Ok 's satisfy the difference equations in (3.19) and (3.18), respectively, we

may in the usual way sel

(3.20)
YI; =..4.;.1;1:. +C;.S-J:.

51:. =B'A.t/ +D,};-k

for arbitrary constants A}., ih, CA, and fh that depend on /1...

To find appropriate values for 1;, we again impose the boundary conditions P(O)=P(l)=O. Since

P(O)=O, we may extend P on o::::x S; 1 to -l::::x::::::O as an odd function by P(x)=-P(-x) for -1:5x $0.

Since both P and P' are continuous on 0 S;X S; 1, it follows thaL P and P' arc conlinuous on -1 $x :::: I.

Similarly, we can extend P to 1 $x:52 by P(x)=-P(2-x) for l::::::x ::::::2. In particular, we now have the

piece~
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P-J(Y)=-po(-y) and PN(Y)=-PN-I(-Y)'

Now, since P(O)=O, it follows from (3.10) and (3.20) that

which, provided (rA;. -~·B).J #- 0, gives

(3.21)

Similarly, since P(I)=O, we have

(rCI. -sDu

(rAJ..-.sB0
1.

(3.22)

Solving for ~ and applying (3.21), we obtain

from which it follows thaL

(3.23)

for any integer l; we lake I =O,... ,N.

lrr.i

~=e N

To simplify subsequent derivations, we modify the arbitrary contanls in (3.20) by laking

lro hri

Yt =Ai..e '1N r"t + C"e 2N ~-k

(k+'fJl/rr. _~

=A"e N + C1. C N

(A- C-·, [(H'h11'] ·(A- C-.,· [(k+'h)I'j= }.+ AJeos N + I i..- AlSIn N

which we write as

(3.24a) A . [(H'hl1'] C [ (k+'h11']"ft = ,-Sin N + }.COS N .
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A similar modification with o/: gives

(3.24b) ° B . [(k+'/')"]k= lSln N D [ (k+'/')"]+;l.cos N.

(3.25)

Substituting (3.24a) and (3.24b) into (3.18) and (3.19), respectively, and simplifying, we obtain

,,[-4'in'[ ~~] y,] =,[40n,'[ ~] y,]

,,[-4'in'[ ~] 0,] =,[4CO,'[ ~~] 0,].

Since r IS, and t depend on h., and since we cannol have 'Yt =Ok =0, iL follows from (3.25) thatlhc cigen-

values of (3.4) satisfy

(3.26)

We can now obtain the fonnulas given in (3.5) by considering (3.26) for various values of t. If

I =0, then (3.26) reduces to

(3.27)

so lhal

(3.28)

s=!!.[.l_ 8
2
h

2 +~] =0
2;\.624'

is a potential eigenvalue of (3.4). Note that (3.28) may also be written as

which shows Lhat the approximate eigenfunction associated with ;\.=Ao is, up to a multiplicative constant,

given by P.t("-o;y)=y(y2-h 2/4). Since P.t(AtJ;y) satisfies the boundary conditions PoC~;-IiI2)=O and

PN_IO-o;+hl2)=O, it follows that ~ is indeed an eigenvalue of (3.4), which gives lhe desired result in

(3.5a). Note lhat for A=~, P is a piecewise approximation to lhe eigenfunction sin(2N1tX) of (3.1).
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If l =N, then (3.26) implies rt =0 so that either

(3.29)

0'

1
r=-

A

(3.30)

(3.31)

r=1.. [..!.- _8
2
h
z

+ !C.] =0.
11 A 6 8

From (3.29) il follows that

is a potential eigenvalue of (3.4). The approximate eigenfunction corresponding to 'A.N is, up to a rnulli-

plicative constant, given by Pk(Aw;y)=(y2_h 2/4). Since Pt()IW;Y) satisfies the boundary conditions

PoOw;-h/2)=O and PN-IO"'N; +/l12)=0, it follows that A.N is indeed an eigenvalue of (3.4), which gives

the desired result in (3.5b). Note that for "A=AN. P is a piecewise approximation to the eigcnfuncLion

sin(N1tX) of (3.1).

From (3.30) il follows that

(3.32)

is a potential eigenvalue of (3.4) with corresponding approximate eigenfunction PI:. (iN; Y)=Y (y2 - 3h 2/4).

However, since pd"AN ;±hl2) #. 0, 'f.w is not an eigenvalue of (3.4).

Finally, for l = l,... ,N-l, we have from (3.26) thal

(3.33)

which is a quadralic equation in A. If simplified, (3.33) may be wriuen as

(3.34) a},}+bA+C =0,

where a, b, C and d are given in (3.6). Thus, for each of I = I, ... ,N-I, (3.34) represents two eigenvalues

of (3.4), which gives the desired results in (3.5c).
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EXAMPLE 3.1. The Generalized Eigenvalues of the Discrete Dirichlet Problem A c=ABc.

In order to verify the rcsu[L~ of Theorem 3.1, we compute the generalized eigenvalues of A c='}."Bc

in (3.4) using the LAPACK routine SGEGV [1}. We then compare lhese computed results with those

obtained by using the formulas of Theorem 3.1 given in (3.5).

Recall that in lhc continuous case, the eigenvalues arc of the form _klx.2 k=1,2•.... Thus, if

divided by _n2, we expect lhc generalized eigenvalues of (3.4) [0 approximate k,2 k = L 2,.••. Now, for

the case N =4 and 8=~ • we obtain the results given below in Table 3.1. We see From Table 3.1 thal
2V3

the formulas of Theorem 3.1 agree up [0 round·off with the computed results from LAPACK.

Table 3.1

Eigenvalues of the discrete Dirichlet prob
lem AC=ABc divided by _n2 for the case
N = 4 'nd a= I/cTG).

i. Theorem 3.1 LAPACK

i.( 1.00017e+00 1.00017e+OO
l;f 4.00902e+OO 4.00902e+OO
l;f 9.06012e+OO 9.06012e+OO
;., 1.94537e+Ol 1.94537e+Ol
l.j" 2.77562e+01 2.77562e+Ol
l.j" 4.04565e+01 4.04565e+Ol
i.i 5.28336e+01 5.28337e+Ol

h" 5.836IOe+01 5.83610e+Ol

By varying the free parameter 0 <a< 112 in Theorem 3.1, we can vary the location of the 2N eo11o-

cation points 't/, thereby affecting the accuracy of the approximations (0 the eigenvalues of (3.1). As

expected, we see in the following corollary that optimal approximations are obtained using the GauSS

points [6,7, 8J.
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COROLLARY 3.2. I/O <8< 112. then A.t i~' at least all 0(11 2) approximation to 'he eigenvalue of

smallest mag/litude of (3.1), _1t2.

Proof From Theorem 3.1 we have

(3.35)

where a. band c and given in (3.6) and where d = lan2(11 1[/2). Expanding the right side of (3.35) in a

Taylor series with respect to 11 using Mathcmatica [18], we obtain

(3.36)

Seuing 1282_1 =0, we obtain 8= ~~ which are the Gauss points in (0,1). Substituting 8=zh-
into (3.36), we obtain Lhc(ksired result,

which is approximately

(3.37)

so [hat

EXAMPLE 3.2. Convergence of "A.t to _7[2.

To numerically verify lhe results of Corollary 3.2, we compute A.t in double precision using (3.35)

with 8=~ for N =4, 8, 16,... , 128. Note lhal-1t2 =-9.86960440109. We obtain the following resulls:
2'3
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Table 3.2
Convergence of At.

N = IIIz ~t l'A.t+n2 r

4 -9.8712579554 1.6536E-03
8 -9.8697117358 1.0733E-04

16 -9.8696111718 6.7707E-06
32 -9.8696048252 4.2414E-07
64 -9.8696044276 2.6524E-08

128 -9.8696044027 1.6580E-09

A logarithmic least squares fit of lhese data shows that IAt+1t21 == 0.42411 3.99 , which agrees with the

theoretical result in (3.37).

As a companion to Theorem 3.1, we give below explicit, closcd-fonn expressions for the general-

ized eigenveclors of (3.4).

THEOREM 3.3. TI,e k'" piece of the Hermite c1Ibic approximate eigenfunctioll of the Dirichlet

problem (3.1) a.~,'iOcialed with the approximate eigenvalues ~. 'A,N, At- afTheorem 3.1 is given by

(3.380)

(3.38b)

(3.380) ( ' ±. )-A [1 8',,' (x -x,)'] .[(k+'h)l'j
PI; II./,X - 1-.( '),l --2- + 2 Sin N

fori =I,... ,N-I,

where XI; = lh(xl;. +Xk+l), D"-rl A ).~. DAl are arbitrary 1/Ol/zero constall1s, and where
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Proof

Recall from (3.10) and (3.24) that we have

(3.39)

where

(3.40)

A . [ (k+'h)ln]YJ;= ;'SIR N

B - B ," [Ck+ l!2)lrc]
t- }.SIn N

c [ (k+'h)ln]+ ;tCOS N

D [ (k+'h)ln]+),cos N'

Consider first tile special case 1= 0 (A= "0). I a2h2 11 2

From (3.28), we have Ao = -6- - 24 . If we substi-

lule 1=0 into (3.40), then (3.39) reduces to

[
Y' 10' 8'10'] I [ 10']Jh(~'Y)= ------ C. +-y y2 __ D>.

'2243''064'"

Enforcing the boundary condition P(O)=O, we obtain

(3.41)

which implies that C\ = 0, so that

(3.42)

10'poO-o;-hl2)=-(I-4If)c;. =0,[2 0

Note thalPN_ICt..o;+hl2)=O so mat P(I)=O. The desired resull in (3.38a) follows from (3.42) by incor-

porating the factor 1/6 inlo the arbilrary consLanl D;.,. and by replacing y by (x - Xl;).

1 82,,2 11 2
Second, consider the special case I =N O.=AN)' From (3.31) we have ..,----=----.

/\,N 2 8
Subsli-

luting I =N into (3.40), we obtain sin«k+ lh)1t)=C-l)k and cos«k+lf2)1t)=O, so that (3.39) reduces to

(3.43)
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Enforcing the boundary condition P(O)=O gives

,,' [ ~Po(Aw;-hl2)=- 1-492 (-llB A =0,
24 •

which implies B I.. = 0 so ilial,

(3.44)

Note thalPN_I(l"N;+hl2)=O so that P(I)=O. The desired result in (3.38b) follows from (3.44) by incor-

porating the factor 1/2 into the arbilrnry constamA" ,and by replacing y by (x -xd.•

Finally, we consider the remaining cases I =1,... ,N-1. First we show that B,,-=CJ,.=O for aU

corresponding eigenvalues 'J...

For k =0, it follows from (3.39) and (3.40) that

(3.45)

where

Moreover, substituting l =N-l inLo (3.40), we obtain

00'[ (N-~')In] =(-1)100,[ 21Nn] d' [(N-'hlln] -{ 1)' . [ In]a05m N =-SIn
2N

,

so mat

From the boundary conditions PoCA.;-/II2)=O and PN_I(1;+hl2)=O, we have from (3.45) and (3.46),

respectively,
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,[ A,,;n[ ~] +C"O,[ ~]] -,[ B"in[ ~~] +D,OO'[ ~]] = 0

,[-A"in[ ~~] +C'CO,[ ~~]] +'[-8 ,,;n[ ~~] +D,CO'[ ~~]] = o.

Adding and simplifying, we obtain

(3.47)

Now, from (3.39) it follows that

from which we obtain

(3.48)

and

where

1=1. [..!- _e2
1z2 +~]

h A 6 8'

Now, since p' is continuous. we must have P~I (A;+hl2)=po (J..;-hl2). Equating (3.48) and (3.49) and

simplifying, we obtain

(3.50)

Combining (3.47) and (3.50), we obtain



. [ LX]or, since tan 2N

(3.51)

~ 0,

18

B'I.(rJ-.s)=D.

Now. in order to show that B'I.=O, suppose that Hi. #. O. From lhe above, we have rt=s so that

the difference equations in (3.18) and (3.19) reduce, respectively, to

1.1:-1 -2Yk +11:+1 =11:-1 +2YI: +1.1:+1>

'nd

However, this yields YI; =B/: =0, which results in PI:. := 0, or P == O. Thus. we musl have B;,.=O. Further-

more, (3.50) shows that C i.. = a as well. Thus, we must have B).= C"= 0 for all remaining eigenvalues A.

Now, with B}.= C}. = 0, the expression for Pk in (3.39) reduces Lo

(3 52) (') [1 8'1,' ",] A . [(k+'hJIX] [, 8'10' r.] D [ (k+'hJIX]. PI;. 11.")' = +.L- "sm +y ----+ heas
'~22 N ~66 N

where Ai. and Dr. arc arbitrary constants.

We next chose A", and B'}. so that P satisficli the boundary conditions P(O)=P(l)=O. To this end,

we set

(3.53)

from which il follows mal we must have

(3.54)

From (3.26), we have

, [IX]A}.=-cot - D,
r 2N

which gives



(3.55)
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,. [IX] [IX]-;cot 2N =-/[an 2N .

Substituting (3.55) into (3.54), we have

(3.56) A1.=-~ [..!.. _82hz +!C] l""[~]
hA6S 2N'

Now, since

it follows from (3.56) (equivalenlly (3.53» thatPN_I(A;+hl2)=O as well. Thus, we have P(O)=P(l)=O.

The desired resulls in (3.38c) follow from (3.52) and (3.56) by replacing A. by 'Al andy by (x -Xk)'

EXAMPLE 3.3. The Hermite Cubic Eigenfunctions P(At;X) and P(A;J;x).

Graphs of the Hermite cubic eigenfunctions P(At;X) and P(A,t',X) for the case N =4 arc given in

Figure3.!.

P(A.t;x) P ('}.;{;x)

o+-+---j

1\

-1 +---"\/'--i
1oo

1~-~-~

0+-----1

-1+----1

Figure 3.1 The Hermile cubic eigenfunctions P(A.t;x) and P(),J;x) approximating sin(1tX)
and sin(21tX), respectively, for the case N =4.

The discrete eigenfunctions P(At;X) and P(A1;X) are approximations to the continuous cigenfunclions

sin(nx) and sin(21t:t), respectively. Note lhat each eigenfunction consists of four pieces, and thal the

arbitrary constants D i-.t and D r..t arc chosen so the functions have maximum absolute value one.
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4. The Neumann Problem. Consider the classical Neumann eigenvalue problem

(4.1)
u"(x)=Xu(x), X E (0,1)

II '(0) =/1 '( I) =0.

We again divide the unit interval into N equal subintervals of length Iz = liN and approximate an cigen-

function of (4.1) by

2N
V(x)= 2:c,~,(x)

j"l

for some constants Cj. For the Neumann case, we choose the ¢Ii to be the 2N Hermite cubics

(4.2)

Since we have discarded If'o and \fiN, it follows that $[(0)=4>/(1)=0 and hence V'(D) = U'(l)=O.

As before, we substitute U into (4.1) and collocate at the points ('T.,}I~ in (0.1) defined in (3.3).

We obtain the generalized eigenvalue problem

(4.3)

where

A c='}.J3 c,

I =1,... ,2N
AIj=$j'('T./). B/j=¢lj('tj), j=1,...• 2N.

The generalized eigenvalues and eigenvectors of (4.3) give me Hermite cubic collocation approximations

to the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of (4.1).

As in (3.4), the matrices 11 and B will be banded with bandwidth two. Moreover, since only the

differences belween the Hennite cubics in (3.2) and (4.2) are the frrsl and lasl basis functions ¢II and ¢1m,

it follows thal the only differences belween the matrices in (3.4) and (4.3) are the first and the last

columns.
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TUEOREM 4.1. The 2N generalized eigenvalues of the discrete Neumanll problem Ac=J..Bc ill

(4.3) are given by

(4.4.)

(4.4b)

(4.4c)

where

(4.5a)

(4.5b)

(4.5c)

al/d where

(4.5d)

..=0

± -b+...Jb 2-4ac
Al = 2a ' L=I,... ,N-l

c=192d,

Proof Proceeding as in [he proof of Theorem 3.1, we have fTOm (3.7) and (3.9) that

(4.6)

and

(4.7)

k =O,...• N -1,

If /...=0, then it follows from (4.7) that YJ; =01; =0 so that (4.6) reduces La Pt(Y)=UJ; + ]3/:)'. Now,

since each piece PI; is linear and since P is continuous, we must have P(x)=a+~x. Moreover, since

P'(I)oo::j3=O. it follows lhat



(4.8)
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p, (J.,,; y) = n,

where ex is an arbitrary constant. Thus, Ag=O is an eigenvalue of (4.3), which gives the desired result in

(4.4a). Note mat P := (l is, up to a multiplicative constant, a piecewise approximation to the eigenfunc-

Lion cos(07tx) == 1 of (4.1).

If'il.. #. 0, then we may continue as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 to show thal "flo: and 0" satisfy

A k A -k
"flo: =A;..~ +C1..S •

(4.9)

To find appropriate values for 1;;, we impose the boundary conditions P'(O)=P'(I)=O. We again

extend P, only this time as an even function by P(x)=P(-x) • -l.:s;x:::;; 0, and P(x)=P(2-x),

1 ::;; x :::;; 2, to obtain the pieces

(4.10)

Recall from (3.10) that

P_l(A;Y)=PO(-Y) and PN(J..;Y)=PN_l(-Y)·

(4.11)

so that

(4.12)

Enforcing the boundary condition P'(O)=O, (4.12) and (4.9) give

(4.13)

where

Now, if Ak-tlh ;I: 0, then (4.13) yields



(4.14)
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CC",_-.::,D:.oA. =0-1.

It. -rB;.

Similarly, enforcing the boundary condition P'(l)=O, it follows from (4.10), (4.12), and (4.9) that

(4.15)

Solving (4.15) for ~ and using the result in (4.14), we obtain

_C-",,--_'_D,,, 2 I
.- =l=e'"'

A;\. -tlh

from which il follows mat

(4.16)

for any integer 1; we take L=O,...,N.

1m

1;=e N

Now, since (4.16) is me same as (3.23), the subsequent analysis in the proof of Theorem 3.1 may

be applied here as well. However, note that the eigenvalues may be different as a result of the differenL

boundary conditions.

From (3.28) we have that

(4.17)

is a potential eigenvalue of (4.3) with corresponding eigenfunction, given up 10 a mull..iplicaLive consLant,

by pdXo;y)=y(y2_h2/4). However, since poeXo;-hl2)=PN_1 (Xo;+hl2)=h 2/2 #. 0, it follows thal Xv

is not an eigenvalue of the discreLe Neumann problem (4.3).

Similarly, from (3.31) we have thal

(4.18)

is a potential eigenvalue with eigenfunction pdXw;Y )=(y2_h2/4). Here, Po (i.w ;-hl2)=-51,2/4 :/; 0 and

PN-l (iw ;+hl2) = 311 2/4 :/; 0 so thal (4.18) is also not an eigenvalue of (4.3).
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Now, from (3.32) we have that

(4,19)
6

IS a pOlential eigenvalue of (4.3) with pdAw;y)=y(y2_3h2/4). Since Po(Aw;-hl2)=O and

PN-I Ow;+hl2)=D, it follows thal 'J"N is an eigenvalue of (4.3) thereby giving the desired result in (4.4c).

Note thaI pd'J"N;Y) is, up to a multiplicative constant, a piecewise approximation to the eigenfunction

cos«N+l)1U) of (4.1).

The remaining analysis in the proof of Theorem 3.1 applies dircclly here without modification,

which gives the remaining desired eigenvalues in (4.4c).

EXAMPLE 4.1. The Generalized Eigenvalues of the Discrete Neumann Problem A c='ABc:.

In order 10 verify the results of Theorem 4.1, we compute the generalized eigenvalues of Ac=A.B c

in (4.3) using the LAPACK rouLine SGEGV [I]. We then compare these computed results with lhose

obtained by using the formulas of Theorem 4.1 given in (4.4).

Recall that in the continuous case, the eigenvalues are of the form _k'l,r,,2 k:=:O, J,•••. Thus, if

divided by _1[2, we expect the generalized eigenvalues of (4.3) to approximate k,2 k :=:0, 1,•.•. Now, for

the case N:=:4 and 9:=:+ • we obtain the resull~ given below in Table 4.1. We see from Table 4.1 that
2'3

the formulas of Theorem 4.1 agree up to round-off with the computed results from LAPACK.
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Table 4.1

Eigenvalues of the discrete Neumann problem
A c=J..Bc divided by _x2 for the case N =4

"nd e= 1/(2'13).

lo Theorem 4.1 LAPACK

Jy, O.ooOOOE+OO -3.18064E-07
lot 1.00017£+00 1.00017E+OO
1.i 4.00902E+00 4.0090 I£+00
loj 9.06012£+00 9.06012£+00
lo, 1.45902E+Ol 1.45902E+OI
l.j" 2.77562E+Ol 2.77562E+Ol
l.j" 4.04565£+01 4.04565£+0 I

lo' 5.28336£+01 5.28336£+01

THEOREM 4.2. The eh piece of the Hennite cubic approximate eigenfutlction of the Neumall/l

problem (4.1) associated with the approximate eigenvalues Au. AN. J..l afTheorem 4.1 i~' givell by

(4.20a)

(4.20b)

(4.20c) (,±. )-c [j e2
h

2 (X-x,)'] [(k+'h)/n]
pI:. "'/ ,x - '}.j± '),,1' --2- + 2 cos N

_[j e'h' (x -x,l] .[(k+'h)/n]+ B;,i'.(x -xd ± --- + Sin N '
I A../ 6 6

forl =l ....,N-I,

where xI: = Ih(Xk +Xk+J), CA,' B;., B)..± are arbitrary II01lzero COllstants, and where, ,

C -o-=~ [_'__ 9
2
h

2
+~] ton[.!.'!-] B ,.

ArhAt 6 8 2NA/

Proof Consider fust the case of the eigenfunction corresponding to A=Ao=O. The desired resull

in (4.20a) follows directly from (4.8) by replacing ex by C;..".
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Now, for the case').. '" 0, we again have from (3.10) and (3.24) that

(4.21)

where

(4.22)

A . [(k+'h1/"]11: = ,,-Sin N

8 -B . [(k+'h)/"j
k- "Sin N

c [ (k+'h1/"]+ ACOS N

D [ (k+'h)/"]+;.cos N'

I e2h 2 11 2
For the special case I =N O..=Aw), we have from (4.19) that -=--+-. Substituting I =N

AN 6 8

into (4.22), we obtain sin«k+1h)1t)=(-I)k and cos«k+1h)x)=O, so that (4.21) reduces to

(4.23)

Note that

(4.24)

Enforcing the boundary condition P'(O)=O gives

po(JW;-h12)=-.!!-C-l/A .. =0
2 "

which implies thalA}. =0. Thus. (4.23) reduces to
•

(4.25)

A simple calculation shows thaI PN_IO....N;+hl2)=O so thai P'(I)=O as well. The desired result in

(4.2Gb) follows from (4.25) by incorporating the factor 116 into the arbitrary constant B).,. and by rcplac-

ing y by (x -x~J.

Finally, we consider the remaining cases l = 1,... ,N-1. Analogous to the Dirichlet problem, we first

show lhat A"=D"=0 for all corresponding eigenvalues A.
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From (4.21) we have

(4.26)

For k =0, it follows from (4.26) and (4.22) that

where

Moreover, substituting k =N-I into (4.22), we obtain

so thaI

[ (N-Ih)'X] (1)' [IX]cos =-cos-
N 2N

d . [(N-Ih)IX] J I)' . [ IX]an Sin N =-\- Sin 2N '

Now, from the boundary conditions P'(O)=P'(1)=O, we have Po('J..;-hl2)=O and

PN-I (J..; +fzl2)=O. so thal (4.27) and (4.28) give

respectively, which when added yield

= 0

= 0,

(4.29)

Also, from (4.21) and (4.22), we have



(4.30)

and

(4.31)
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Po(1.;-hl2)=,A"in[ ~~] +,c,on,[ ~] -'B"in[ ~~] -,v,on,[ ~~]

respeclivcly, where

Now, .since p_I(J..;+hl2)=Po('A.;-hl2), we equate (4.30) (0 (4.31) and simplify to obtain

(4.32)

From (4.29), we have 1:A;,.tan[ ~~] = rtD). so that (4.32) reduces to

(rt-s)DJ..=O.

Now, in order 10 show thaI D;I..=O, suppose that D'). oj. O. From the above, we have rt=j,' so lhal

the difference equations in (3.18) and (3.19) reduce, respectively, to

nnd

However, this yields "fk =Ok =0, which results in Pk '" 0, or P =: O. Thus, we must have D}. =0. Further

mn". 'inoe , ~ 0 ond 'an[ ~~] ~ O. (4.32) ,hnw, thaI A,=0., wo1l. Thn,. wo mu", havoA,=D,=0

for all remaining eigenvalues A..

Now, with AJ,. =D}. =0, the expression for Pk in (4.21) reduces to

(433) (" )_[ 1 e'I,' y'] c [(k+';')/'] [1 e'h' Y'] B. [(k+';')l']Pk f'. Y - ----+- j.COS +y ----+- ;r..sm
. '1.22 N 1.66 N
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where C" and B].. are arbitrary constant... Note that

'(' ) C [(k+'h)/'j [I 8'h' L] B ' [(k+'h)/']PI:. JI.;y =y 1..cos N + "i--6-+ 2 }.sm N .

We next choose C). and BA. so that P satisfies the boundary conditions P'(O)=P'(I)=O. To this

end, we set

from which it follows thal we must have

(4.34)

Also. since

it follows from (4.34) that PN-I (J..;+hl2)=O as well. Thus, P'(O)=P'(l)=O.

The desired result'> in (4.20c) follow from (4.33) and (4.34) by replacing A by 'At-. and by replacing

)' by (x - XI.,).

EXAMPI,E 4.2. The Hermite Cubic Eigenfunctions P(At;X) and P('},J;x) for the Discrete Neu-

mann Problem.

Graphs of the Hermite cubic eigenfunclions P(At;X) and pCAt,x) for the case N =4 arc given in

Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1 The Hermite cubic eigenfunctions pe)..t;X) and P(A.{;x) approximating cos(1tX)
and cos(21tX), respectively, for the case N = 4.

The discrete eigenfunctions P(Ar;.x) and P(Jv{;x) are approximations to the continuous eigenfunctions

COS(1U) and cos(21tX), respectively. Note that each eigenfunction consists of four pieces, and that the

arbitrary constanls B '-t and B r..t arc chosen so the functions have maximum absolute value onc.

5. Conclusions. We have given explicit closed-form expressions for the Hermite cubic approxlma-

lions (0 both the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions of the Laplace operator for bolli the Dirichlet and the

Neumann problems. Moreover, for the Dirichlet case, we have shown that optimal approximations are

obtained using the Gauss points for collocation points. For both cases, we have given numerical exam-

pies that verify our theoretical results. Our results apply dircctly to a number of itcralive techniques used

to solve the linear systcm arising from Hermite cubic approximations to large classes of scparable, elliplic

partial differential equations.
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